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Greetings from the Marketplace at Wing Luke Museum

Our museum, along with the rest of Chinatown-International District, have felt the immense impact of the COVID-19 pandemic over the past few months. We are grateful to have such a strong community with which to stand. The Wing is strongly committed to its mission to advance racial and social equity, especially during these turbulent times. People and businesses across our already vulnerable neighborhood have experienced xenophobia, racism, and severe loss. Your support of our museum and Marketplace is a stand against it.

By purchasing items from our Marketplace, you are supporting APA and POC local artists, crafters, authors, and entrepreneurs of all backgrounds. Marketplace is about 460 square feet of activated areas used for both stocking (displaying) and storage. There are 33,300+ items distributed across 15 active departments and 78 categories. We also have active relationships with 55 local artists in the Pacific Northwest and West Coast areas, carrying their handmade merchandise on consignment terms.

We provide a niche space where Asian Pacific Americans showcase their genius whether through activist children’s books, biographies, recycled jewelry made from kimonos, dozens of greeting cards, and much, much more. Come celebrate API Heritage Month by exploring our wonderful books and art, or come in to look for Mothers’, Father’s, or Children’s Day gifts and cards for your loved ones.

Spring brings new beginnings, welcoming colors and vitality into our community despite Seattle’s gray skies. We hope this season brings brighter days for all of us.

The Museum Team
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REUSEABLE WING LUKE MUSEUM TOTE
Share your love for the Wing by wearing The Wing Bag, featuring artwork by the late Amy Nikaitani, local artist and friend of the museum. Since moving into the East Kong Yick building, the Wing Luke Museum of the Asian Pacific American Experience has grown to embrace and empower more communities than ever. Share your support of the Wing’s mission by picking up one of our bright red eco-friendly tote bags! $15.95

ENFU FEAST BAG
Get inspiration for your next grocery shopping trip with Enfu’s Feast Bag. Illustrations of simmering noodles, tender veggies, and aromatic spices are sure to make you want to fill that bag to the brim! Artwork made by Enfu, San Francisco and Seattle based artist and designer. $12.50

LITTLE RED HOUSE TOTES
Own one of your very own Little Red House tote bags, designed by international artist, designer, and illustrator Aggie Cheung. The Wing carries three of their designs: Hello Seattle to represent our city, #Girlspower in coordination with our new exhibit Here Us Rise APA Voices in Feminism, and Love Boba as a shout out to a favorite treat in our home, the Chinatown-International District! $35.00

For the most current listing of hours, please check our website at www.wingluke.org/covid
ENVIROSAX TOTES
Water resistant, washable, and toxin-free. What more could you ask for? Well this reusable bag is also stylish! Come in and check out all 5 of the styles we carry. Whether you prefer floral or geometric patterns, you are sure to find your new favorite errand-running bag with Envirosax. $12.50

LITTLE B DUMPLING LIGHT-UP KEYCHAIN
Little B has taken many forms, but never has this cute little dumpling been so easy to bring with you wherever you go! The Little B Light-Up Dumpling Keychain by Smoko makes for the perfect accessory. Add some cuteness and shine to your keys, backpack, or handbag. $9.95

EUNI+CO FINGER HEART PIN
Check out this limited edition collab pin made by HEMLEVA and EUNI+CO and share it with your friends, family, and those dear to you. This simple yet meaningful design will remind your loved ones that you care about them. $12.00

EUNI+CO FINGER HEART PIN
Check out this limited edition collab pin made by HEMLEVA and EUNI+CO and share it with your friends, family, and those dear to you. This simple yet meaningful design will remind your loved ones that you care about them. $12.00

AMICREATIVE PINS
Local artist and designer Amita Nair has created a collection of intricately detailed hard enamel pins inspired by her Indian heritage. Blending the traditional with the modern, these pins are sure to be statement pieces on your backpack, clothing, or anywhere else you decide to put them! $13.00

HEAR US RISE

HEARTBEAT OF STRUGGLE
Yuri Kochiyama remains one of the most well-known Asian American activists to emerge from the civil rights era. After being incarcerated during WWII, she spent decades of her life fighting social injustices. Heartbeat of Struggle is the first biography to have been written about Kochiyama, detailing her life and work in Black liberation, protesting the Vietnam War, Asian American activism, political prisoner defense, and more. $21.50

CHA-PANI PINS
Looking for a fun way to share your Indian heritage and love for Southeast Asian cultures while also educating folks on common misconceptions? Cha-Pani makes it possible with her collection of stylish enamel pins! From the chai “tea latte” myth to incorrect pronunciations of namaste, these pins are sure to make you smile. $12.00

MULAN: THE LEGEND OF THE WOMAN WARRIOR
The classic Chinese legend is retold in this stunningly illustrated book. Translated from Chinese, this book shares the story of Mulan, the iconic and courageous heroine we all know and love. Pick up a copy signed by the illustrator, Joy Ang! $17.99

Phone purchases can be made by calling (206) 623-5124 x203
FEMINISM AND NATIONALISM IN THE THIRD WORLD
Feminism and Nationalism in the Third World details women’s movements in Asia and the Middle East in the late 19th and 20th century. It shares the often unexplored historical narratives of early feminist writings, organizing, and women’s struggles, both before and during national liberation movements. This book urges readers to understand their own relationships to feminism within post-colonial societies, and how continued movements for equity and social and economic change are all bound together. $23.95

LIVING FOR CHANGE
Grace Lee Boggs’ autobiography details her life journey in creating radical change. An Asian American icon and legendary human rights activist and philosopher, she shares her experiences from the 1930s on. The memoir weaves practice and theory through multiple social movements, and tells of her relationships with activists such as Malcolm X. In this book she asks us: “What kind of transformations do we need in our values, institutions, and behavior to reconnect us with the rhythms and processes of nature?” $19.95

INTERSECTIONAL PIN FROM WORD BY WORD FACTORY
This gold detailed, cross-word inspired 2.25” x 1” pin would be a great accessory for any bag or jacket. It is made by Word For Word Factory, a queer, feminist-run print and accessories brand. $12.00

FEMALES
Females is an exploration of what the concept of female gender represents in our society, from the perspective of firebrand second-wave trans studies author Andrea Long Chu. How is “femaleness” coded, and how does that coding affect our perception and self-perception? Or as Andrea Long Chu puts it herself, “Everyone is female, and everyone hates it.” $12.95

SEEING GENDER
An up-to-the-minute deep dive into a timeless and universal topic, queer artist and author Iris Gottlieb’s illustrated guide breaks down the history, science, and sociology of gender identity and gender expression. Each concept is presented in its own illustrated spread, making this an excellent reference and guidebook for anyone who needs to express themselves in a gendered society. Which is, as the author points out, everyone! $27.50

Guilty Party
When Ho’onani auditions for a school performance of a traditional Kane hula chant, she wants to be part of it- but will others accept a girl leading an all-male troupe? Based on a true story and inspired by the documentary A Place in the Middle, Ho’onani: Hula Warrior tells the story Ho’onani, who doesn’t see herself as wahine (girl) OR Kane (boy), but as “just Ho’onani.” A charming, beautifully illustrated depiction of the Hawaiian tradition of valuing those who are māhū (nonbinary.) $17.99

Check out our exhibit
Hear Us Rise: Voices in APA Feminism

Our newest exhibit
Guilty Party
opens on May 16th!
Folk mysticism, cultural tradition, digital technology, and social media converge in this new exhibit

SEEING GENDER
An up-to-the-minute deep dive into a timeless and universal topic, queer artist and author Iris Gottlieb’s illustrated guide breaks down the history, science, and sociology of gender identity and gender expression. Each concept is presented in its own illustrated spread, making this an excellent reference and guidebook for anyone who needs to express themselves in a gendered society. Which is, as the author points out, everyone! $27.50
**REFUGEES & IMMIGRATION**

**BUTTERFLY YELLOW**
From the author of *Inside Out and Back Again*, *Butterfly Yellow* is the story of two siblings separated during the final days of the Việt Nam War. Hằng stayed behind in Việt Nam for six years before moving to the US as a refugee while her younger brother, Linh, grew up in America. How will Hằng reconnect with her brother and navigate her new home in the Lone Star State? $17.99

**THE CAMBODIAN DANCER**
The Cambodian Dancer paints a story of loss and hope. In this true story, Sophany has to flee the Khmer Rouge and head to America where she feels lost without her traditional Cambodian dancing. So she starts a school to teach the next generation of dancers! Printed with the Khmer text in the back of the book. $17.99

**DEAR AMERICA**
Pulitzer-Prize winning journalist Jose Antonio Vargas, called “the most famous undocumented immigrant in America,” writes a deeply personal memoir about his first 25 years of living as an undocumented immigrant in the United States. Vargas, after discovering that as a child he had not immigrated legally, works hard to find a sense of home in a land that does not want him. Available in paperback for adults and as a hardcover Young Readers’ Edition book for grades 3-7. $15.99-$16.99

**LAWRENCE & ARGYLE PINS**
Jenn Ho created Lawrence & Argyle “to honor my peers and their families who have been through similar circumstances, as well as the people who are still trying to find a home in our country. This is not a perfect place, but I believe that we can make room for any person seeking the best opportunities for themselves and their loved ones.” These pins commemorate the diverse backgrounds we Americans have. $13.00

---

**JEWELRY**

**MORNING RITUAL**
Feel the flow of energy through these jewelry pieces made with only natural materials. Morning Ritual Studio handcrafts these beautiful jade designs laced with gold and silver in a meditative way, hoping to imbue a sense of calm and peace in each design. Starting at $32

**KIMONO REVVIFY**
Made with vintage kimono fabrics and mixing urban and traditional style, these pieces look beautiful and are handmade in Seattle, WA. Starting at $14

---

Mother’s Day is here!
Don’t forget to get a special gift!

May 10
A TEA LEAF
Inspired by nature as well as vintage design styles like Art Deco and Art Nouveau, A Tea Leaf Jewelry is based in Portland, OR. Creator Alissa Thiele’s latest and most popular collection is cut-out brass necklaces and earrings that combine her background in graphic design and illustration with her love for jewelry. $30-45

ROVER & KIN
Beautiful hand-crafted designs that inspire. With a fair trade guarantee, Rover and Kin has all of your bases covered. Starting at $20

Call to place your order. Or, items can be placed on hold until end of the next business day.

VEQUE SPRING COLLECTION
Local nail polish line Veque has launched new shades for Spring! Try mixing and matching three (or more) colors on each hand for an on-trend look. $18

VEQUE LE BLANC BASE COAT
Apply a layer of Le Blanc to even out ridges on your nails and get them ready for color! $20

RHO COSMETICS
After years of developing products for big companies such as Sephora and Ulta, chemist Rachel Ho decided to create her own line of skincare products that could actually deliver on their promises. Her Repair+Balance Cream is a powerful moisturizer with peptides that reduce the appearance of fine lines and sun damage. The Repair+Balance Serum is a night-time treatment that leaves skin velvety. Learn all about the ingredients at her informative website, rhocosmetics.com.

Members will receive a Marketplace coupon in the mail in May!

RHO Cosmetics Repair+Balance Cream $48
RHO Cosmetics Repair+Balance Serum $78
**Stationary**

**Little Red House**
Show someone you appreciate them with an adorable card by The Little Red House. Multiple Father’s Day and Mother’s Day options available! **$5.99**

**AmiCreative**
Amita Nair’s card designs are beautifully intricate and uplifting. Look out for her cards, pins, and stickers now at the Marketplace! See page # for her pins. **$5.99**

**June 21**

**Father’s Day is coming up!**
It’s never too early to start looking for a gift

**Kela Designs**
New Kela Designs cards are now here! Her illustrations of cute corgis and tasty edibles are sure to make someone smile. We also carry her folded crane stickers!

**Cards $5.99**
**Stickers**

**It’s Cathy Wu Stickers**
Cathy Wu’s adorable vinyl stickers feature some of our favorite foods around Chinatown-International District. Show your love for dim sum, egg tarts, boba tea, and even durian! **$3.00**
BRUCE LEE

THE BRUCE LEE WAY
For Bruce Lee fans interested in delving deeper into the martial arts master’s personal philosophy, we recommend this introduction by Tim Baker, editor of The Official Bruce Lee Magazine. He presents a painstakingly curated collection of primary sources and ephemera from Bruce Lee’s own life and writings. Includes a forward by Shannon Lee. $15.99

BE WATER, MY FRIEND
Brought to you by the author-illustrator team Ken Mochizuki and Dom Lee, who created Passage to Freedom and Baseball Saved Us, this beautifully illustrated picture-book biography tells the story of Bruce Lee’s boyhood growing up in Hong Kong in the 1940s and 1950s. An encouraging and inspiring choice to share with young readers Grade 3-4. $29.95

BOOKS

SO YOU WANT TO TALK ABOUT RACE
Local writer, speaker, and organizer Ijeoma Oluo deftly walks the reader through best practices for navigating some common conversations about race, “Why can’t I say the “N” word?” and “Why can’t I touch your hair?” to “Is police brutality really about race?” and “What is the school-to-prison pipeline?” She shows readers how to talk about how racism is fundamentally woven into the foundation of our society, and how that foundation continues to permeate every aspect of our daily lives. $16.99

EUNI + CO. CARDS
New vendor Euni + Co. was created by Seattle-based calligrapher and designer Clara Kim. We love her minimalist and elegant but sweet stationery designs. It’s no wonder that she makes custom wedding invitation designs as part of her business! Tell someone “Sarang hae” (“I love you”) with her finger hearts enamel pin (page #) and the matching card. $5.99

NEVER AGAIN IS NOW STICKER
Seventy-eight years ago, Japanese Americans were subjected to family separation and detention. We swore we would never again let this happen to any other group. Yet today we watch as immigrant children and families are being separated and detained and civil liberties are being revoked. This sticker commemorates what has happened and is a reminder for us to be vigilant in the present by remembering the past. $3.99

There’s still time to visit A Dragon Is Here
Part 4 of our Bruce Lee exhibit series! It closes on September 6th.
ALMOST AMERICAN GIRL
Robin Ha, artist/author of Cook Korean, is back with an illustrated memoir of her awkward adolescent years, her abrupt immigration to America, and how in the midst of confusion and isolation she found comfort through comics and her voice through art. $22.95

WE LIVED HERE
Through 19 interviews with Central District residents, artist, educator, and self-taught ethnographer Madeline Crowley tells the story of those who struggled through the activist 60s building a thriving neighborhood community, only to see it uprooted through rapid gentrification. A must read for those who enjoyed our exhibit Excluded: Inside the Lines, and for those looking forward to our Redlining Trail Tour in April! $17.95

THIS BOOK IS ANTI-RACIST
Tiffany Jewell introduces the concepts of social identity, race, ethnicity, and racism in clear, easy-to-understand language and gender-neutral words that unpack and present these difficult topics in a relateable, accessible way for all ages. She includes exercise prompts to spark introspection and help uproot bias, and empower the reader to actively defy racism in their own daily lives. $14.99

A IS FOR ACTIVIST
A is for Activist is an ABC board book for teaching kids to be unapologetic about standing up for their rights and for others. $11.95

COUNTING ON COMMUNITY
This board book for counting from 1 to 10 is a timely depiction of families doing Earth-friendly activities that bring a whole neighborhood together. $11.95

MY NIGHT IN THE PLANETARIUM
This autobiographical picture book set in Indonesia’s a great introduction to the concepts of colonialism, political corruption, and how art can be a form of activism to create political change. $17.95

M IS FOR MOVEMENT
M is for Movement is about a boy growing up in Indonesia in the 1970s. This book shows how social movements need people to stand up for what’s right, even if they make mistakes along the way! Recommended for grades 3-7. $18.99

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Innosanto Nagara was born and raised in Jakarta, Indonesia, and moved to the U.S. in 1988. He studied zoology at UC Davis, but instead of becoming a zoologist he became an activist and a graphic designer, writing and illustrating social justice-themed children’s books!

Members receive 10% off their entire order every day and 20% the day of their renewal!
**A DIFFRENT POND**
Teacher’s choice! Poet Bao Phi tells the story of him and his father fishing to help their refugee family survive their new home in America. Illustrations by graphic novelist Thi Bui. $15.95

**CHICKEN OF THE SEA**
Chicken of the Sea is the product of a multigenerational, multi-family collaboration between Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist Viet Thanh Nguyen, his son Ellison, Caldecott Honor winner Thi Bui, and her son Hien Bui-Stafford. Kids will love this story about some adventurous chickens who are not-so chicken! $18.99

**FLASH SALE** **LIMITED TIME ONLY**

**HOME & GARDEN items are 15-30% off!**

**MINIATURE TERRARIUMS**
Terrariums are easier to make than you think! This comprehensive book will help you learn all about the types of terrariums you can make, provide ideas for arrangements, and tips on plant care. $17.99

**SAKURA PENS**
These soft pink pens with sakura blossoms at the end will brighten up any desk! They make for a lovely decoration for every-day use. $3.99

**STYLISH SUCCULENTS**
Learn how to arrange succulents in beautiful compositions to keep on your desk, decorate your home, or give as gifts. This book will teach you about planting, tools, succulent types, plant arrangement and care. $16.99

**MARKETPLACE INFORMATION**
For the most current listing of hours, please check our website at [www.wingluke.org/covid](http://www.wingluke.org/covid). We are closed until further notice.

When we are open: You can call to place an order. We can ship to anywhere within the U.S. Items can be placed on hold until end of the next business day.

Phone: 206-623-5124 x 203

**MY FRIEND EARTH**
With lushious colors and die-cut pages, this picture book will enchant any reader with its beauty. We see Earth and how she cares for all living beings, big and small, and appreciates nature for everything that it is. Young readers will be mesmerized by the imagery and poetry and its message of being a good friend to all you come to meet. $17.99
Give your loved ones the gift of exciting exhibitions, programs and benefits with membership at the Wing Luke Museum! Your gift supports this unique and special Museum that promotes the underrepresented histories and experiences of our Asian American and Pacific Islander communities.

Members, two-year renewals comes with an exclusive pin! Upgrade opportunities and auto-renewal options are available for any membership tier. We are grateful for your continued support of the Wing.

**INDIVIDUAL $50**
- Unlimited Museum Experience admission
- 10% discount at the Museum Marketplace
- 15% off all tours for one person
- 50% off admission for member’s friends & family*
- Listing and annual acknowledgment in The Wing newsletter
- Subscription to The Wing newsletter and e-newsletter
- Discounts on Museum performances and programs
- Exclusive invitations to exhibit openings and receptions
- Online advance notice for special offers, events, exhibitions and programs

**FRIENDS $75**
All essential membership privileges plus:
- Unlimited free admission for two people
- 15% discount off all tours for up to two people

**FAMILY $95**
All of the benefits of Friends membership plus:
- Unlimited free admission for up to 4 children under 18 with member
- Advance notice and priority registration to family events and education programs

**COMMUNITY $150**
Receive a Friends Level membership for yourself and donate a Friends Level membership to a partner who has signed up for our Community Member Sponsorship program, increasing accessibility and advancing equity in our communities!

**PATRON $150**
All of the benefits of Family membership plus:
- Reciprocal benefits with more than 1,000 museums nationwide

**BENEFACTOR $300**
All of the benefits of Patron membership plus:
- Unlimited Museum Experience general admission for 6 people
- 15% discount (for up to 6 people) on Chinatown Discovery Tours*
- 15% discount on event space reservation

*Members must be present at time of visit. Not valid for prearranged or private tours.